Beers contracts raise Jessup eyebrows

With the huge demand for trucks at this time of year, most rentals were for the moving period. Ryder has between 300 and 400 trucks available in Iowa City, everyone moves out once, "he said. He said all Ryder trucks have been reserved for the moving period. However, some people fail a partnership between the UI and other companies, that adamantly commercial. While moving, studying and working are equal, Good said, she tries to manage her obligations as well as she can. Moving, studying and working are equal important things going at the same time. "I have to rent a truck price more on July 30 and another stay to with friends," he said. In addition to his duties, he will be the person for making a new move in Iowa City on a given day, as it's hard to fulfill the demand that high of year, Mozena said. In Iowa City, everyone moves out once, with the "you can't get my money out of the beer company. Something's wrong with this picture," he said. While moving, studying and working are equally important things going at the same time. "I have to rent a truck price for moving in Iowa City on a given day, as it's hard to fulfill the demand that high of year, Mozena said. Iowa City, everyone moves out once, with the "you can't get my money out of the beer company. Something's wrong with this picture," he said. While moving, studying and working are equally important things going at the same time. "I have to rent a truck price for moving in Iowa City on a given day, as it's hard to fulfill the demand that high of year, Mozena said. In Iowa City, everyone moves out once, with the "you can't get my money out of the beer company. Something's wrong with this picture," he said. While moving, studying and working are equally important things...
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+ Top, pants, jacket by Rue 21. Also -new linen $100 cotton knit separates.
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MEMBER trial date set for Oct. 11

Some burglarized were found dead

The results of the investigation were reported on Sunday, Oct. 3, during a press conference at the headquarters of the Iowa City Police Department. The investigation began in late September, after two women were found dead in a park in Iowa City.

The suspect, a 27-year-old man, was arrested on suspicion of murder and possession of a schedule I substance. The man is due in court on Oct. 11.

The investigation is ongoing and is being handled by the Iowa County Sheriff's Office.

Some information about the case:

- The women were found in a park in Iowa City on Sept. 27.
- The suspect was arrested on Oct. 3.
- The investigation is ongoing.
- The suspect is due in court on Oct. 11.

COURTS

Mysterious gravestones haunt highway construction

Old gravestones and bones are being found along the route of the Highway 20 relocation.

Police in the area are investigating what appears to be a series of grave robberies along the route of the Highway 20 relocation project.

The first incident occurred in early September, when a person reported finding a gravestone with the name "Hill" on it along the route.

Since then, several other incidents have been reported, including a gravestone with the name "Bacon" found along the route.

Police are investigating the incidents as possible grave robberies and are urging anyone with information to contact them.

CITY & STATE

How far can you go in your car for 75c

Iowa City Transit can take you all over town.

www.iowa-city.lib.iu.edu/us/bus/
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FDA OKs controversial flu drug
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One of the Public Citizen Health GlaxoWellcome, aid the drug could pose a health risk, though the drug offers only information about a day earlier than people taking a placebo, Elliott said, the effectiveness required the drug shortened the duration of illness in U.S. studies, patients using the drug and those using a placebo were asked about the U.S. accounts did not show, she said, the self-reporting of people involved in the action is an

less side effects for some patients.

children, "We li e committee had brought up," Jo l-

those findings were based on the

AWAS IN WASHINGTON - An inhalant drug for the treatment of flu is approved by the FDA despite a hostile reaction from consumer groups and some medical professionals.

The drug, to be marketed under the name Relenza, received approval from the FDA based on U.S. and European trials, he said, flu drug Relenza, approved by the FDA on July 27, the first of a new class, called neuraminidase inhibitors, that attacks type A and type B flu strains. It is in its third generation, with the presentation use by adults and by adolescents taking the drug, said Dr. Michael J. Elliott of Glaxo, based in Research Triangle Park, N.C., and Glaxo officials said the drug is being marketed as "a small miracle for flu suffers." The panel voted for more studies, particularly among younger never-infected populations.

The FDA really approved a compound that has been one of an advisory committee's suggestions, said Dr. David M. Kohler, a University of Minnesota epidemiologist.

"We're a small state with the best for raising children. How states across the country measured up, it's time once again for our annual Warehouse Clearance Event at the Harris Park Ley Pavilion in Dodgeville, Wisconsin. That's when we gather up a whole year's worth of Not Quite Perfect goods and offer them to you at savings up to 75% off their original catalog prices.

There's absolutely a huge selection of women's, men's, and kids clothing, plus things for your home - and more. Some items are slightly flawed, and some are catalog returns, but everything's genuine Lands' End® at genuinely great prices.

Buyback @ IMU location

July 28th - 30th
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Hypocrisy has peaked in Microsoft and AOL's battle

That Internet superpower Microsoft and America Online are battling heads now in a battle new to any sport from that previous encounters is the height of hypocrisy that both sides have achieved.

The war in this battle, the Instant Messenger services that allow Web surfers to chat with each other instantaneously, a service especially popular among teens and young people. But until these software giants and ICQ services controlled virtually the entire market, with users to sign on, users who are currently discouraged by the various service fees that are charged.

As predictable as a TV sitcom, but for resolve this crisis. Well, she didn't quite feel the need to re-shingle our roof. In other words, as some sort of electrical problem, and well. The roof literally began to cave in a friend I saw downtown.

My old roommate, as usual, stressed this was a good idea. But the last detail was not quite taken care of in our arrangement, so when I finally went to find myself bathed in rain water, hindsight is 20/20. As it turns out, he doesn't live in the Midwest, but that's another story.
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Tis the witching season

The surprise hit of the summer, "Pillowtalk," is a hit. But who is the star? Is it the witch or the warlock? The night owl or the daydreamer? The truth is, we may never know for sure. But we do know that the spell has been cast, and the magic is real. So sit back, relax, and let the enchantment begin.

New York Times

Brave New World's brave new news

We're taking up issues that are so huge and so profound that most of us are afraid to touch them.

By Ted Koppel

ABC News anchor

NEW YORK — When she plays opposite George Clooney in the new movie "Pillowtalk," she feels no pressure. "We both know that we're going to be incredibly successful," she says. "We've been friends for years, so it's just a matter of time before we work together again."

The movie, directed by Robert Benton, is about a couple who must decide whether to have a child. It opens next month.

Brave New World, a book by Aldous Huxley, was published in 1932. The novel is set in a future society where people are controlled by technology for their own benefit. It explores themes of technology and humanity.
Now through September 30, 1999, for every $300 you spend using your Econo Card, you will receive 5% off your next purchase! See store for more details.
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**Agent says Barry Sanders will retire from football**

Agent says Barry Sanders will retire from football.

In an announcement made official on Friday, Barry Sanders, a legendary running back in the NFL, has decided to retire from football after a storied career. Sanders, who has been a prominent figure in the sport for over two decades, has been a household name for his skill and dedication to the game. Sanders played for the Detroit Lions, where he enjoyed a successful tenure before moving on to other teams. His decision to retire comes after a series of injuries and personal considerations that have impacted his performance on the field.

Barry Sanders has been a key figure in the NFL, with his signature running style and lightning-fast speed. He has held numerous records throughout his career and has been a role model for many young athletes. His decision to retire marks the end of an era in the NFL, and it will be interesting to see how his legacy is remembered in the world of sports.

**Transcending generations**

**DI sportswriter Greg Wallince covers**

Transcending generations...
Mullen plans on simply ‘hitting fairways and greens’

MULLEN

Continued From Page 1B

with an average of .323.

For a few a treatments

An inspiring visit to the Cedar Rapids ballyard

MINOR LEAGUES

Continued From Page 1B

GLENVILLE STANDBAGS-Plated RHP Jose Mercedes

BOSTON RED SOX-Recalled

TEXAS RANGERS-Called up RHP Seth Greisinger

Cleveland Indians-Recalled INF Steve Scarsone

CONTINUING CUBA'S "HIT A RUN" EFFORT

Wednesday, 7:05 p.m.

The Reds and Houston Astros meet for the 30th time this season. The Astros lead the series 19-10. The teams are both looking to improve their records.

Veal said it would be easy to duplicate, but Mullen said 'hitting fairways and greens' is the key to success.

"It's not just about the numbers," Veal said. "It's about being able to consistently hit the ball on the fairway and around the green."
SPORTS

Jimmy Johnson's balancing act begins

After quitting last January, then coming back to the Miami Dolphins, Johnson is ready to go full-speed ahead.

By Steven Wein Associated Press

DENVER, Colo. — Jimmy Johnson has been coming back to the NFL for a total of only six months.

And he's coming back just in time to watch his friend and former Dolphins head coach Don Shula. The Dolphins' quarterback, Dan Marino has accepted his team's invitation to attend a Sunday night game against the Los Angeles Raiders at the L.A. Coliseum.

Johnson, a former Dolphins head coach and current Denver Broncos head coach, has been keeping a watchful eye on the Dolphins' performance.

Shula, who has long been one of Johnson's mentors, has been a frequent visitor at Dolphins games, where he is considered a welcome addition to the team's atmosphere.

Johnson, who took over as head coach of the Denver Broncos in 1995, has been busy balancing the demands of coaching a professional football team with the ongoing legal battles in which he has been involved.

Johnson faces a potential suspension from the NFL for allegedly using his influence to secure a position for a former player, who later claimed to have been victimized by Johnson's actions.

Johnson has denied any wrongdoing, and has stated that he is innocent of any charges.

However, the NFL has been conducting an investigation into the matter, and Johnson's future with the league remains uncertain.

In the meantime, Johnson continues to work on stabilizing the Broncos, who are currently in the midst of a rebuilding process.

Johnson's time in Miami has been marked by both success and controversy. His tenure as head coach was marked by a playoff win over the New England Patriots in 1995, but also by legal battles over his interactions with players and the team's management.

Johnson has never shied away from a challenge, and his approach to coaching has always been direct and unyielding.

As he heads back to the Dolphins, Johnson will no doubt be looking forward to a new opportunity to prove himself and to create history once again.

The NFL is a world of its own, and Johnson is ready to meet its challenges head-on.
SPORTS BRIEF

Abbot says barring a miracle, he is retired.

Detroit — Jim Abbott, reinstated to the rotation by the Detroit Tigers after his rotator cuff surgery, said his baseball career is in fair shape.

"I think it's come to an end," he said.

"I'm fired up. I feel excited," he said.

"I'm just trying to get back to a place where I can be loose when I was needed by the team." A team official said Abbott is scheduled to throw in the bullpen on Wednesday. Abbott had a 2-8 record and a 6.91 ERA for the Tigers.

The Tigers will make a decision on Abbott's status after more than a year of trying to find a new team for the pitcher.

---

Classifieds

11 am deadline for new ads and cancellations.

11th Grade Vocal Music - Elementary

• Vocal Music • Elementary

• Food Service Asst. • Various Buildings

• Lead Carpenter • City High

• Head Coach - Men's Basketball Coach - City High

• Head Coach - Men's Soccer Coach - West High

• Football Coach - West High

• Basketball Coach - East High

• Basketball Coach - South East High

Wednesday, January 29, 1999

**SPORTS**

Cubans complain at Pan Am Games

Fidel Castro blasted the Pan Am Games in a speech Monday.

By Jay Winning

Associated Press

WINNIPEG, Manitoba — While Cuban athletes are winning medals, Cuban officials are running second to the actions of the country's leader, who has heightened tensions.

Fidel Castro attacked the 10th Pan American Games, which opened last week in Winnipeg, saying they were being used by the United States to encourage Cubans to defect.

The leftist revolution leader also said the games were a means to denigrate Castro's regime.

Cuba has never won so many medals, but money still flows into the country's coffers from U.S.-based gamblers. The games also come at a time when relations between the U.S. and Cuba are at a low point, with the Bush administration pressing Cuba to release political prisoners.
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